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WITNESSING AS CHRISTIANS

[A] FINDING A METHOD FOR WITNESS ( How to..)

	There are a variety of methods.  The order of presentation is not one of priority as the purpose is not to endorse one particular style but encourage the students to learn about many ways and  evaluate for them.

Proclamation:
	To proclaim Christ by speaking or preaching. It is one sided: just the speaker speaks and the other person or persons listen.  There is no interaction.  An appropriate style for meetings or addressing a group, and allows the speaker to give large amounts of information or prepare for discussions.  Not necessarily a wrong method but not always  appropriate or the most helpful for people of  other faiths
        	‑Confrontational:
	To openly challenge the issues of belief of the other person.  It will be apologetical and polemical, and via the spoken word or literature.  Not allowed in Muslim countries publicly but in the UK it is possible in the University situation or Hyde Park Corner.  This method is generally one sided also with the speaker in control of the situation.  It can be an offensive method unless handled with great care by an experienced person.  One needs to discern what situations are appropriate to challenge and when.
	‑Traditional evangelism:
	To speak about Christ with people, person to person or in small groups.  It is often a  preaching or teaching style with the emphasis on sowing the seed of the Word. The speaker is in control of the situation and the hearer's part may be minimal.  Most early missionaries engaged with people in this manner.  (Samuel Zwemer 1867‑1952)
	‑Institutional Mode:
	To found  schools, training centres, hospitals, orphanages, print shops, blind schools, leprosy work or any such institutions were Christian teachers, doctors or workers will demonstrate the love and compassion of Christ in caring for people if  possible share the message with those who come to these institutions.  At present not
all Muslim countries allow this type of work.
	By extension the Tentmaker has  a similar role.  The Tentmaker enters a country and seeks employment there in an institution: a teacher, professor, doctor, engineer.  His life will be a demonstration of his faith and the compassion of Christ in serving others.  The freedom to have a  role of speaking and sharing the Gospel will vary from place to place.
	Tim Matheny coined the term of 'felt need' approach. People are responsive to those who show a genuine interest in them, their health needs, school needs, agricultural needs.  The institutional role or tentmaker presents that type of opportunity.
	‑Friendship evangelism.
	There is not just one way which  is  right and others which are wrong, or one way which is best and others which are of inferior quality. Rather there are as many ways  as there are situations which need specific attention.  Even  acknowledging the proceeding statements, friendship evangelism is generally given first and only place by many who work among Muslims.
	This a relational approach or personal one:  working one to one mostly (or with one family) not a group setting, building up a relationship; i.e. you know the person over a period of time rather than  a chance meeting with a stranger,  spending time with them in various activities, not just preaching the Gospel to them.  Genuine care and interests shown in one another.  You are good friends in the full sense of the word.
                In natural and everyday scenes your life will be lived before your friend as a Christian life. There will be exchanges in conversation where you will express Christian truths,  pray with your friend, or they will see you practising some other aspect of your faith.  (fasting, celebrating Easter, etc...)  On some occasions a confrontation  encounter may occur as difficult questions are asked but, a good friend knows how to disagree in the appropriate manner.   Friendship is not an easy method nor a way to avoid  problems you perceive the other methods entail.  Love is costly and  includes pain.  This method has been often spoken of as the 'incarnational approach',  being like Christ who humbled himself, becoming a  man, a slave and died that we might live.
	How often you share or pray cannot be programmed, but of course in our concern for people who have not heard about Christ, you will be praying for God to help you see  when to speak, when to listen, and how to be sensitive to your friends needs and beliefs.  The Biblical example of Andrew bringing his brother Peter to meet Jesus, or Philip bringing his friend Nathaniel is a natural or normal pattern for evangelism.  So one expects Christians would  bring their  friends,  Muslim friends or non‑Muslim friends  to Christ and encourage one another in the faith.
	‑Dialogue:
	The art of learning how to talk or carry on effective discussions with people of other faiths.  The Christian needs to learn and understand what the Muslim believes and be adapt at winning an audience among Muslims.  Establishing good contacts to have regular talks with takes time. One needs to be a good listener and not just a 'talker'.   Good dialogue need not be a  surrender of position as some would suggest nor syncretism.  One needs to be sure of the purpose of the dialogue.  Is it just to raise questions, is it for persuasion, with the hope of conversion as part of it, or is conversion disallowed?
	‑Debate:
	Using the conventional format of debate, each speaker presents a topic or his side of an issue relevant to the faith of Islam or Christianity.  It involves interaction of two speakers: presentation, rebuttals and most likely questions from the audience.  Requires  special skills and needs careful preparation to be of value.  Lot of common ground factors can be given to create a genial atmosphere. This method is generally only appropriate in the University setting.
	‑Contextualization:
	The word was coined in 1973‑74 to denote the social and cultural dimensions of a scripture text or religious situation.  The idea arose out of a concern to avoid objectional factors or conflict over issues which in reality could be said to be non essential, and fit into the category of cultural issues.  In other words there was no Biblical foundation that these issues were Biblical commands of behaviour.
	ie: the mode of prayer ‑ standing to pray, sitting, kneeling, or falling face down on the ground.  Likewise in this category would be the mode of worship, sermon styles, music, art in the church, and dress codes for the pastor or people.
	The aim is to make the Gospel intelligent in the idiom and language of the receivers/hearers.   And to make the Gospel intelligent in the idiom of the culture of the receivers/hearers, thus finding adequate and relevant forms of expression for the message.

Activity
Consider the different methods.  Which one or ones  do you feel comfortable with?  Why?
Witnessing ‑ What to Say? Look back at section  3  proclamation..

NOTE:
There is a continuous application of the study material.  Each unit will help you to learn more facts and give you some guide lines on how to use them.   This course aims to be very practical and enable you to understand and use  what you are learning.  Thus the activity questions will seek to give you opportunity to engage with the material and  progressively develop your skills in answering  as some activities re‑engage  you in the same themes.

